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05/03/2013
Westin Allegro Hotel 
Occupy Melbourne Media

This meeting has been called by several people who wish to see Occupy Melbourne resources 
become accessible to networks of individuals who have been involved in the movement and to see that 
the decision making process and operating procedures become transparent.

Occupy Melbourne media mainly consists of facebook pages and groups, websites and blogs. 
Recently discovered was a “secret” group whose members operate the facebook page for occupy 
Melbourne and other sites. The group is called iceland and was started around the start of November 
2011 and is located at https://facebook.com/groups/occupymelbourne. 

There are many issues surrounding this group and its primary functions. 
•  Lack of transparency and accountability to the occupy Melbourne communities. 
•  Membership appears to be clique like and members do not represent the entire reach of occupy 

Melbourne participants. 

Planned meeting agenda structure: 
• Discuss Iceland. 
• List grievances. 
• List possible resolutions. 
• Create agenda items for following week. 

Meeting details. 
We will meet at the city square and move of to a location easier to hold a online meeting. 
Be there at 3pm all known individuals who manage occupy Melbourne media have been contacted. 
A skype will be available for those who can't make it. 

 



Meeting minutes. 

15:40 General grievances about current situation voiced. List is as follows. 
- No confidence in current management. 
-Known participants are blocked from participating as a result new comers are blocked as well. 
-The members of the media team as it stands has made statements that om is dead and no longer represents 
occupiers. 
-current administer not active by their own admissions. 
-Management are not interested in meetings. 
-Can't have a decentralised movement with a centralised media group. 
The term inactive is being used as an excuse by members of the media groups. 
-Using the movement for self promotions while denying others the same. 
Social clique running the facebook main page.4 
-failing to promote occupy Melbourne affinity groups. 
Formulating media campaigns around mainstream populism. Not only is it populism but it's essentially 
anti-alternative. 
-Rejecting alternatives that are not considered mainstream, its a restriction on ideas. 
-Over a year of evasion by occupy Melbourne media owners and managers in relation to the occupy Melbourne 
community. 
-Same elitist attitude as the people we are protesting against. 

16:11   Possible resolutions. 
1 Principle if inclusiveness needs to be embraced. 
                                                                                        Q:define inclusiveness. 
People cannot be excluded for their ideology. 
Structure in which to include people. 
Personal conflicts interfering in what should be operating procedure 
Rotation of managers. 
More content creators, new managers for Main facebook group and .org website. Perhaps 5 or more managers 
and 20+ content creators who focus on their field of interest .

16:32 
Another Occupy Melbourne community meeting required to discuss and arrange open and transparent 
procedures for occupy Melbourne web sites. 
Decentralised management of centralised hierarchical site like fb must be discussed openly. 
Develop a way to rotate managers 'safely' 
Meetings next Tuesday, and most probably each Tuesday until at least the end of this month. 

16:34 
Find new managers who are not part of any media or social clique and can be vouched for. 
Proposal to define facebook and content creator roles. 
 Managers and content creators must have a sense of accountability to the wider occupy comment including 
people they might not get along with. 
Managers must rotate after working the time determined by the occupy Melbourne community. 
New managers must see though the transition from secret centralised organising to open & decentralisedi. 
Current managers are required to provide a response on the rotation of mangers idea and state if they are 
willing to work with the community, 

16:57  Next meetings agenda items: 
List general grievances not listed above or resolved. 
List possible resolutions.
Discussion on  power and influence in social or working groups especially within hierarchical systems..
Discussions on ways operate centralised hierarchical systems like facebook pages and other sites in a 
transparent way that the communities can participate in discussion. 
Discuss rotation of managers idea. 
Discuss some form of guidelines constitution. 
Create agenda items for following week. 
Meeting to be held at 7pm city square again next tuesday.
 

Meeting concluded at 17:05


